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As we were bringing forth the second issue of GAMMA we came across a quote
penned by J. Earp that I thought pertinent - “An Oak tree is a daily reminder that
great things often have small beginnings.” “The acorn does not know that it will
become a sapling. The sapling does not remember when it was an acorn, and
only dimly senses that it will become a mighty oak”.

Right now, we can only visualize GAMMA as an ‘acorn’, a small gem of an idea
that we hope gemologists, gem and jewelry traders and enthusiasts will find an
easy, light, and informative read. We cannot yet imagine the ‘sapling’ let alone
the ‘mighty oak’ in all its leafy glory, but we hope that readers of this current
issue will find sufficient interest to bring forward their own ideas and contributions to ‘feed’ and speed the acorn at least towards its sapling stage.

In this issue, we are honored to have Rui Galopim de Carvalho FGA DGA, the wellknown Gem Education Consultant from Portugal, (Instagram @portugalgemas)
provide us with an interesting note on garnets and this theme is developed further with some very nice photomicrographs of garnets from ICA | GemLab’s very
own Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda). On the gemstone treatments side,
we have a report on some high Fe content beryllium treated sapphires that are
currently circulating in the market that people should be aware of. A wonderful
pair of trapiche emeralds are described and the sumptuous Jeweled State Sword
that contains some of the most wonderful emeralds, rubies and sapphires,
as well as a large number of diamonds, belonging to the British Crown Jewels
is detailed in full. In addition to all this, we have an in-depth explainer from
Justin K. Prim, gemcutter on the human perception of color and how it affects
the way we view colored gemstones.
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H I GH I RO N SAPPHI R E S
D I F F U S E D W I T H B E RY L L I U M
T H E M AR K E T PL AC E

I N

Figure 1:The six beryllium diffused, high Fe, yellow sapphires described in this report.

Following a warning issued by the AGTA Gemological Testing Center in New York on
January 8th 2002, the corundum world woke up with the stark realization that a
large volume of rubies and sapphires had been filtering on to the international gem
markets that had been treated by a new method. It was determined unequivocally,
after considerable experimentation, discussions, and acrimonious arguments, that
the new method involved the deliberate diffusion of beryllium into the lattice. Beryllium diffusion in rubies and sapphires, using a flux and relatively at high temperatures (e.g. 1850°C), may result in significant appearance changes (J. Emmett et al.,
2003; J. L. Emmett & Douthit, 2002b; Gomelsky, 2002; Krzemnicki, Hanni, Walters,
& Chalain, 2005; McClure, 2002; Notari, Fritsch, & Grobon, 2003; Scarratt K., 2002;
Shuai & Xue, 2009; Themelis, 2002, 2003; Woudenberg, 2003).
Very large volumes of beryllium treated rubies and sapphires remain on the market
and constantly appear in trading situations even 18 years later, therefore, traders
need to be constantly vigilant with their purchases.
Recently a group of six intense and evenly, colored yellow sapphires were submitted
for identification and origin determinations at ICA | GemLab (Figure 1). Each of these
stones revealed concentrated absorbances in the region of 450 nm when viewed with
the hand spectroscope as well as in the recorded spectra (Figure 2) and had inclusions
scenes expected for heated sapphires; fine particle clouds (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5) and heat altered feathers (Figure 6), and on one stone there was an indication of
a small amount of synthetic overgrowth at the girdle. Upon immersion in methylene
iodide, it was found that each stone was color zoned (Figure 7 and Figure 8) rather
than having the apparent even spread of golden yellow when normally observed.

As is the normal practice with sapphire examinations, the infrared spectra were recorded for each of these stones. Interestingly two broad but shallow peaks were
recorded at 3065 and 2504 cm-1 in four out of the 6 stones (Figure 9). A read of
the literature finds a paper by Balmer and Krzemnicki (Balmer, 2015) where they
report on an experiment in beryllium diffusion where two similarly positioned broad
peaks were induced (a band at 3053 and a less pronounced band at 2490 cm-1) in
specimens where beryllium diffusion had taken place. It is unclear whether these
induced peaks are directly related to the diffusion of beryllium or may be just related
to the particular type of heating process used during the experiments or even the
type of stones used, however, noting the presence of these peaks presents a warning
to the gemologist that further investigations may be needed.

Figure 2: The recorded UV/visible spectrum of a beryllium diffused sapphire revealing a strong
absorbency at 450 nm (the 450 complex 450, 458 and 470 attributed to Fe3+–Fe3+ pairs
(J. Emmett, Dubinsky, E, V., 2017).

The next step was clear; trace element analyses by LA-ICP-MS (Scarratt, 2019). The
analyses were carried out on each of the six yellow sapphires using a Q-switched Nd:
YAG Laser Ablation (LA) device operating at a wavelength of 213 nm coupled with a
Thermo Fisher Scientific iCAP Q Induced Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometer (ICPMS). Conditions used were 50 μm diameter laser spots, a fluency of around 10 J/cm2,
and a 10 Hz repetition rate. ICP-MS was operated using the forward power at ~ 1550 W
and the typical nebulizer gas flow at ~ 1.00 L/min. Helium was used as the carrier gas
in the laser ablation unit and the flow rate was set at ~ 0.80 L/min.
A special set of doped synthetic corundum standards including Be, Mg, Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Ni
and Ga were used for quantitative analysis. All elemental measurements were normalized to Al as the internal elemental standard, (Al=529,200 ppmw or 52.92 wt.%).
This value approximates to the chemical composition of corundum.
The analyses revealed that the high Fe composition assumed by the strong peaks in
the UV/visible spectrum, the 450 complex, (attributed to Fe3+–Fe3+ pairs (J. Emmett,
Dubinsky, E, V., 2017)) totaled an average 3,111 ppma between the six stones (Table 1)
but importantly an average 38.1ppma of beryllium was recorded and this was not
associated with Ta, Nb, or W and therefore had been artificially diffused into the sapphires (Pardieu, 2013).
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Figure 3: Cloud of fine dust-like inclusions within a beryllium diffused yellow
sapphire recently examined at ICA | GemLab.

Figure 4: Cloud of fine dust-like inclusions within a beryllium diffused yellow
sapphire recently examined at ICA | GemLab.

Figure 5: "Strings" of fine dust-like inclusions within a beryllium diffused
yellow sapphire recently examined at ICA | GemLab.

Figure 6: Heat altered feather within a beryllium diffused yellow sapphire
recently examined at ICA | GemLab.

Figure 7: Angular color zoning within a beryllium diffused yellow sapphire,
seen while immersed in methylene iodide, recently examined at ICA | GemLab.

Figure 8: Angular color zoning within a beryllium diffused yellow sapphire,
seen while immersed in methylene iodide, recently examined at ICA | GemLab

Figure 9: The infrared spectrum recorded for a 6.03ct yellow beryllium diffused sapphire recently examined
at ICA | GemLab. Note the board but shallow peaks at 3060 and 2504cm-1.

Table 1: the trace element chemistry, in ppma (parts per million atomic), for the six beryllium diffusion
treated yellow sapphires. Beryllium was recorded in all of the samples and averaged 38.1 ppma and was determined as being of an unnatural origin by virtue of the lack of association with Ta, Nb, or W (Pardieu, 2013).
Note that the Fe content averages 3,111 ppma for all samples. BDL = below detection limit.

Sample name
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Be

24

Mg

47

Ti

51

V

57

Fe

69

Ga

150107 (a)

40.51

8.06

22.68

0.84

3095

43.67

150107(b)

38.48

9.17

26.71

1.00

3028

43.77

150106

42.32

7.21

17.24

0.69

3197

45.23

150105

34.40

7.36

14.32

0.33

3315

43.97

150108

36.44

8.65

19.57

BDL

3041

42.60

150111

36.44

7.63

11.96

0.74

2990

43.87

Average

38.10

8.01

18.75

0.60

3111

43.85
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TH E

FA SCI NAT I N G I N T E R I O R
R H O D O L I T E G AR N E T S

O F

In their 1898 paper "On Rhodolite, a new variety of Garnet", Hidden and Pratt (Hidden & Pratt, 1898) write - "During the past fifteen years there has been found from
time to time, over a limited area of western North Carolina, a variety of garnet which
is strikingly beautiful and quite novel in several respects. It has been called "rose
garnet", almandine and has also received other strictly local names; among mineralogists it has excited unusual interest and admiration". They further write "The
peculiarities which distinguish this garnet from the ordinary occurrences of the
species are: its variety of shades and tints, for the most part similar to those belonging to the rhododendrons and roses; its surprisingly small amount of coloring matter; its gem-like transparency; its freedom of internal imperfections, microscopic
inclusions and striae, all so universally characteristic of common garnets; also, its
remarkable brilliancy when cut as a gem". They record the type location as "situated
in Macon County, North Carolina upon a brook known as Mason’s Branch. This brook
flows southwestward from Lyle knob (a spur of the Cowee Mountains)".

While Hidden and Pratt established the type locality and the varietal naming of this
"Rhododendron or rose colored" garnet, the naming of the variety as "Rhodolite" has
not always been well received by gemologists as it was deemed too close to "Rhodonite" that used for the manganese-silicate mineral used for an ornamental stone
– given the lack of any scientific, or any other, structure in the establishment of varietal names for gemstones, even today this area of gemological nomenclature remains problematic (Anderson, 1959) (the IMA only determine species not [commercial] varieties (Grew, 2013). This stated, over time, the varietal name Rhodolite is now
well used for garnets that are a lovely "rhododendron-red" being a pyrope-almandine
mixture that may be closer to the pyrope having a density close to 3.84 and an index
of refraction close to 1.76 (Webster, 1983).

Locations other than the type location include Sri Lanka (Webster, 1983), Zimbabwe
(Campbell, 1972), Tanzania (Kammerling & Koivula, 1990), Orissa (Koivula & Kammerling, 1991) Madagascar (Campbell, 1973), Mong Hsak (Hlaing & Win, 1996) and
Mozambique (Sangsawong, 2016; Sripoonjan, 2016).

Figure 1: Needle-like inclusions oriented in different directions (possibly rutile) are seen here using dark field Illumination, field of view 1.55 mm
: Photo by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda)© ICA | GemLab.

Table 1: A useful listing of the end members of the gemologically recognized garnet species extracted from (Grew, 2013)

Almandine

Andradite

End-member formula: {Fe3}[Al2](Si3)O12
Group: Garnet
IMA number: Grandfathered
Modifications: None
Etymology: The "Alabandic carbuncles" of Pliny were
so named as they were cut and polished in Alabanda
(Dana 1837, 1892), an ancient city in what is presently
Aydin Province, Turkey.
Type locality: Not known
Crystal system, space gWroup and structure
refinement: Isometric, Ia3d. Novak and Gibbs (1971);
synthetic material: Armbruster et al. (1992).
Original or oldest description: Known in ancient times.
Name first used by D.L.G. Karsten in 1800 (Dana 1892).

End-member formula: {Ca3}[Fe2](Si3)O12
Group: Garnet
IMA number: Grandfathered
Modifications: None
Etymology: For José Bonifácio de Andrada e Silva
(1763–1838), the Brazilian mineralogist who described
a variety under the name "allochroite" in 1800 (Dana
1892; Clark 1993).
Type locality: Not known
Crystal system, space group and structure refinement:
Isometric, Ia3d. Armbruster and Geiger (1993). Original
or oldest description: "allochroite" of de Andrada in
1800 and "melanite" of Werner in 1800 (Dana 1892).

Grossular

Pyrope

End-member formula: {Ca3}[Al2](Si3)O12
Group: Garnet
IMA number: Grandfathered
Modifications: None
Etymology: From the color resembling gooseberry,
Ribes grossularia (Dana 1892; Clark 1993).
Type locality: Wiluy River, Sakha-Yakutia Republic,
Russia.
Crystal system, space group and structure refinement:
Isometric, Ia3d. Novak and Gibbs (1971).
Synthetic material: Geiger and Armbruster (1997).
Original or oldest description: A.G. Werner in 1808–
1809. However, grossular was described earlier under
other names, viz. as "Cinnamon Stone" (Kanelstein)
from Sri Lanka by Werner in 1803–1804 and as "Granat"
by Pallas in 1793 (Dana (1892).

End-member formula: {Mg3}[Al2](Si3)O12
Group: Garnet
IMA number: Grandfathered
Modifications: None
Etymology: From the Greek πνρωπός (pyropos) – firelike for its deep-red color.
Type locality: Bohemia (Czech Republic).
Crystal system, space group and structure refinement:
Isometric, Ia3d. Novak and Gibbs (1971)
Synthetic material: Armbruster et al. (1992)
Original or oldest description: Recognized by Georgius
Agricola (1546), but the name pyrope was introduced
by A.G. Werner in 1800 (Dana 1892; Clark 1993).

Spessartine

Uvarovite

End-member formula: {Mn3}[Al2](Si3)O12
Group: Garnet
IMA number: Grandfathered
Modifications: None
Etymology: From the Spessart Mountains, Germany.
Type locality: Sommer quarry, Wendelberg Mt., Spessart Mountains, Bavaria, Germany.
Crystal system, space group and structure refinement:
Isometric, Ia3d. Novak and Gibbs (1971); for F-bearing,
Smyth et al. (1990).
Synthetic material: Geiger and Armbruster (1997)
Original or oldest description: Recognized by M.H.
Klaproth (1797), but the name spessartine was introduced by F.S. Beudant (1832) according to Dana (1892)
and Clark (1993).

End-member formula: {Ca3}[Cr2](Si3)O12
Group: Garnet
IMA number: Grandfathered
Modifications: None
Etymology: For Count Sergei Semenovich Uvarov
(1786–1855), a Russian historian.
Type locality: Saranovskiy mine Biserskoye chromite
deposit, Perm district, Urals, Russia (Pekov 1998).
Crystal system, space group and structure refinement:
Isometric, Ia3d. Novak and Gibbs (1971)
For birefringent uvarovite: Wildner and Andrut (2001)
Original or oldest description: Hess (1832)

The inclusion scenes within rhodolite garnet, in fact all garnets, have provided gemologists with hours of fascinating studies (E. J. Gübelin, 1973; E. J. Gübelin & Koivula,
1986; E. J. Gübelin, Koivula, J. I., 2005, 2008; Martin, 1970). These notes therefore reflect this continuous enthusiasm for these fascinating gems: Oriented needle-like
rutile inclusions in a three-dimensional network are recorded in the photomicrograph of the interior of a rhodolite garnet in Figure 1. These internal features are
commonly found in rhodolite garnets and other garnets from pyrope-al- mandine
series (Sangsawong, 2016; Sripoonjan, 2016; Sun, 2015).
The internal features of the rhodolite garnet featured in (Figure 2) presents a colorless crystal (possibly quartz) accompanied by a cluster of fine needles (possibly
rutile) oriented in different directions.
One of common mineral inclusions in almandine, spessartine and pyrope garnets
is quartz. (E. J. Gübelin, Koivula, J. I., 2005). Quartz crystals in garnet may be seen in
hexagonal as well as irregular shapes (Sun, 2015).
Sulfide crystals are a frequently observed mineral inclusion in pyrope garnets (Sun,
2015) and they often appear a reddish color when using fiber-optic illumination. The
stone in Figure 3 shows a slightly rounded brownish red crystal (possibly sulfide)
when using oblique fiber optic illumination. Rhodolite, almandine, spessartine and
pyrope-spessartine garnets often contain included apatite crystals (E. J. Gübelin,
Koivula, J. I., 2005; Sun, 2015).
This stone in Figure 4 has colorless-transparent included crystals present which
display slightly rounded aspect and are possibly apatite. A thin high relief negative
crystal, which unlike thin-film inclusions, does not display interference colors (see
Figure 6) is recorded in a rhodolite garnet in Figure 5. This negative crystal is possibly filled with either a gas or liquid phase (Sun, 2015). Thin film inclusions commonly
found in the pyrope-almandine garnet series (Sangsawong, 2016; Sripoonjan, 2016)
so it was no surprise to discover these in the rhodolite garnet depicted in Figure 6.
These inclusions and their interference colors are imaged using oblique fiber optic
Illumination.

Figure 2: Colorless-transparent crystals (possibly quartz) associated with needle-like inclusions
(possibly rutile) is seen here using dark field Illumination, field of view 1.55 mm
: Photo by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.
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Figure 3: Brownish red crystals (possibly sulfide) are seen here using oblique
fiber optic illumination, field of view 1.55 mm: Photo by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.

Figure 4: Slightly rounded, colorless-transparent crystals is seen here using
dark field Illumination, field of view 1.95 mm: Photo by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.

Figure 5: high relief, flattened negative crystal is seen here using dark field
Illumination, field of view 1.55 mm:
Photo by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.

Figure 6: Thin film inclusions display interference colors is seen here using
oblique fiber optic Illumination, field of view 1.55 mm: Photo by Muzdareefah
Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.
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Figure 1: A pair of trapiche emeralds weighing 8.41 and 8.51 cts recently entrusted to the ICA | GemLab team to research purposes under different
lighting conditions.

T R A PIC HE

E ME R AL D

While the vast majority of gemstones that arrive in the ICA | GemLab are submitted
for examination and the issuance of gemological reports that assist in purchases or
sales, on occasions gemologists and traders entrust their treasures to the laboratory team for research purposes only. When this occurs, there is a ripple of excitement
through the team as usually the items involved are gemologically unusual or they
are simply very fine examples of a particular species or variety. In the case cited here
the items, a nice pair of trapiche emeralds (Figure 1) weighing 8.418 and 8.514ct.,
were both – i.e. they were gemologically unusual and fine examples of this variety of
emerald.
Even though, reportedly, Émile Bertrand described the material in 1897 (Bertrand,
1879; Sinkankas, 1981), trapiche emeralds were regarded as little more than a curiosity in the world of gemology before the 1960’s. Webster (Webster, 1962) in his
classic original two volume first edition of “Gems” their Sources Descriptions and
Identification, does not mention this variety but does so in his later editions (Webster, 1983), Crowningshield in 1965 (Crowningshield, 1965) describes a GIA Gem Trade
Lab examination of a large lot of cut stones received from a Colombian student, Italo
DeVito, who stated that the term trapiche had become well known but that it had
become “scarce”. Crowningshield also described the material as being rich in color
but lacking in brilliance. Later in the 1981 edition of John Sinkankas’s epic works Emeralds and other Beryls (Sinkankas, 1981) he devotes three pages and some excellent
line-drawings to describing trapiche emeralds from Muzo.
And so, the enthusiasm for this unique emerald variety has continued to grow over
the ensuing decades (Crowningshield, 1970; Henn, 1999; Johnson & Koivula, 1997b;
Kammerling & Fryer, 1994; Kane, 1979; Koivula, 1987; Koivula & Fritsch, 1995; Liddicoat, 1968; McKague, 1964; Nassau, 1978; Nassau & Jackson, 1970; O’Donoghue, 1971)
and this has overflowed in the last several years to trapiche-like examples from other
gem species (Garnier, Ohnenstetter, Giuliani, Blanc, & Schwarz, 2002; Hainschwang,
Notari, & Anckar, 2007; Henn & Bank, 1996; Johnson & Koivula, 1998; Khotchanin,
Thanasuthipitak, & Thanasuthipitak, 2010; Koivula & Fritsch, 1994; Mullenmeister
& Zang, 1995; Schmetzer, Bernhardt, & Hainschwang, 2011; Schmetzer, Hanni, Bernhardt, & Schwarz, 1997; Schmetzer, Hänni, & Schwarz, 1996; Schmetzer, Zhang, Gao,
Bernhardt, & Hanni, 1998; Sunagawa, Bernhardt, & Schmetzer, 1999; Win, 2005) certainly one can remember the uncontrolled excitement (over enthusiasm) of IGC (International Gemmological Conference) members during the 1995 Conference field
trip to the border town of Mai Sai (northern Thailand) when it was discovered that
some of the traders in Ruby Lane had trapiche-like ruby crystals for sale, the scramble to purchase was something to remember.
Ron Ringsrud (Ringsrud, 2011), an emerald lover extraordinaire, has the following
attributed to him “Colombian trapiche emeralds have intrigued connoisseurs and
collectors from all over the world. Geochemists and geologists look at trapiches and
see pure mystery”. Absolutely, an incredible mystery.1
1 From the Spanish word trapiche, usually applied to cog wheels used to crush sugar cane which resemble the six-spoked pattern when crystals are observed in sections across the c-axis.
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Certainly H. Laurence McKague after examining a group trapiche emerald crystals
and reporting on them in detail (McKague, 1964) postulated on their complex formation by listing a four-part sequence, but noted that "the proposed sequence of
events is tentative and based only on observation".
This mystery lead to an enlightening paper by Pignatelli et al on Colombian trapiche emeralds in 2015 (Pignatelli, 2015) where they report in brief –
“While trapiche emeralds are formed from the same
fluid as gem-quality Colombian emeralds, their texture results from a complex growth history characterized by fluid pressure variations”
The pair of trapiche emeralds seen in Figure 1 measure 14.32 x 11.32 x 6.13 mm and
14.11 x 11.42 x 6.10 mm. both displayed a weak orange color when viewed through
the Chelsea Color Filter™ and were yellowish green when viewed under long-wave
ultraviolet radiation and were similar but weaker when viewed under short-wave
ultraviolet radiation. The specific gravity for both was calculated as 2.69.

Figure 2: FOV 3.06 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.51ct trapiche emerald
showing the central core and the six arms emanating from this as well as the
dendritic dark ‘carbonaceous material’ that separate each segment.

Figure 3: FOV 3.82 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.51ct trapiche emerald
showing a close view of two arms and the dendritic dark ‘carbonaceous
material’ that separate these.

Figure 4: FOV 3.06 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.51ct trapiche emerald showing a close view of three arms and the dendritic dark ‘carbonaceous material’
that separate these. View is slightly out of perpendicular.

Figure 5: FOV 1.95 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.51ct trapiche emerald showing
the dendritic dark ‘carbonaceous material’ present.

The inclusions scenes within these two trapiche emeralds were characteristic for
this emerald variety, each displayed the typical relatively dark green central core
with six arms emanating that appeared lighter green. Separating the core and the
arms was dendritic dark ‘carbonaceous material’ (see Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4,
Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 71). Within the arms could be seen numerous multi or
three phase inclusions that are so typical of Colombian emeralds (Figure 81). Also
observed were yellow and blue color flashes emanating from fissures within the
arms that relate to the presence of a clarity enhancement substance (Figure 91).

1 Photo by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) © ICA | GemLab.

Absorption spectra were recorded for each of these emeralds as near E⊥c as possible which in a clean stone (free of internal or external inhomogeneities) might
result in a perfect “o” (ordinary) ray spectrum. Clearly with trapiche emeralds we
do not have the ideal subjects for the best visible region absorption spectra, nevertheless Figure 10 and Figure 11 reveal clear chromium (Cr3+) related spectra with
major bands at 428, 604 and 636nm in the visible region, with the fine Cr3+ “lines”
in the region of 682 being only barely recorded both due to the wide bandwidth
needed to gain the data, as well the fact that these “lines” are usually only visible
in the extraordinary ray (Sudarat, 2014). 521ppmw of Cr was recorded in the trace
element analysis confirming the spectral data. A slight shoulder at approximately
400nm indicates the presence of V3+ which was confirmed by in the trace element
analysis where 260ppmw of vanadium was recorded.

Figure 6: FOV 4.78 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.41ct trapiche emerald showing the central core and the six arms emanating from this as well as the dendritic dark ‘carbonaceous material’ that separate each segment.

Figure 7: FOV 7.57 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.41ct trapiche emerald showing
the central core and the four of the arms emanating from this as well as the
dendritic dark ‘carbonaceous material’ that separate these segments.

Figure 8: FOV 1.55 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.51ct trapiche emerald showing
a multitude of small three-phase inclusions seen within one of the segments
of the 8.51ct trapiche emerald.

Figure 9: FOV 1.55 mm Photomicrograph of the 8.41ct trapiche emerald showing
a multitude of small three-phase inclusions seen within one of the segments
of the 8.41ct trapiche emerald and blue and yellow color flashes emanating
from clarity enhanced fissures within.
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Several authors have reported on the clarity enhancement of Colombian and other
emeralds. Such clarity enhancement is common practice in the emerald industry
and gemologists more or less expect to find evidence of the practice whenever
they examine an emerald (Johnson, Elen, & Muhlmeister, 1999; Johnson & Koivula, 1997a; Kiefert, Hanni, Chalain, & Weber, 1999). Such is the case with these two
trapiche emeralds where both the visual evidence of yellow and blue color flashes
Figure 9) and characteristic infrared clarity enhancement indicators (Figure 14)
were present.

Figure 10: The recorded UV/visible spectrum of the 8.41ct trapiche emerald revealing a strong absorbency at 604 and 428nm in the visible region.

Figure 11: The recorded UV/visible spectrum of the 8.41ct trapiche emerald
revealing weak peaks in the vicinity of 682nm visible region.

Figure 12: The Li (horizontal) and Cs Vertical trace element sample population
(logarithmic) plots for emeralds from various sources compared with the
8.41ct trapiche emerald. Note that this emerald falls comfortably within the
Colombian population.

Figure 13: The Li (horizontal) and Cs Vertical trace element sample population
(logarithmic) plots for emeralds from various sources compared with the
8.51ct trapiche emerald. Note that this emerald falls comfortably within the
Colombian population.

Trace element population plotting is currently the most reliable method in
determining any emerald’s country of origin (Sudarat, 2014). For these trapiche
emeralds a full range analysis of all trace elements was performed and Figure 12
and Figure 13 present results that clearly place both emeralds in the Colombian
population field.

Figure 14: The infrared spectrum of the 8.41ct., trapiche emerald with peaks associated with resin present.

The gemologists within ICA | GemLab are truly grateful for the generous loan of
these two excellent examples of trapiche emeralds that, apart from the gemologically pleasing experience, has resulted in the acquisition of both excellent and
useful data.
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Slightly rounded crystal showing a high relief; this is accompanied by reflective (mirror-like) unhealed fissures.
Origin: N/A Group: Garnet Species: Natural Pyrope-Almandine Variety: Natural Rhodolite Field of view (FOV): 1.95 mm. Lighting Condition: Dark Field Illumination
Photomicrography by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.

Horsetail inclusions in Demantoid.
Origin: Russia Group: Garnet Species: Natural Andradite Variety: Natural Demantoid Field of view (FOV): 6.15 mm. Lighting Condition: Dark Field Illumination
Photomicrography by Yenruedee Hlongsomboon ICA | GemLab.

Colorless-transparent, irregularly shaped crystals in Tsavorite.
Origin: N/A Group: Garnet Species: Natural Grossular Variety: Natural Tsavorite Field of view (FOV): 1.95 mm. Lighting Condition: Dark Field Illumination
Photomicrography by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.

Partially healed fissure in Tsavorite.
Origin: N/A Group: Garnet Species: Natural Grossular Variety: Natural Tsavorite Field of view (FOV): 1.55 mm.
Lighting Condition: Dark Field Illumination
Photomicrography by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.

Variable size of brown-transparent crystals in Rhodolite Garnet.
Origin: N/A Group: Garnet Species: Natural Pyrope-Almandine Variety: Natural Rhodolite Field of view (FOV): 1.55 mm.
\Lighting Condition: Dark Field Illumination
Photomicrography by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.

Unhealed fissure in Spassartine Garnet
Origin: N/A Group: Garnet Species: Natural Spessartine Variety: N/A Field of view (FOV): 3.06 mm. Lighting Condition: Dark Field Illumination
Photomicrography by Muzdareefah Thudsanapbunya (Jayda) ICA | GemLab.
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In the gemological world, there are minerals that offer a vast number of differently
colored gem varieties. Garnets are a rather interesting and fascinating case. Gemstones belonging to this complex mineral group have been used since historical
times and one thing is certain, they do occur in many more colors than the traditional pomegranate red that was behind its original name.

When we think of garnets, the color that comes to our minds is red. As a gem material, it has been known since antiquity and as a mineral, it was defined in a time
when names were mainly given based on visual properties. Garnet comes from the
Latin granatum, "pomegranate", that in turn is derived from granatus, meaning
something along the lines of "with many grains" in a clear allusion to the similarity
of the stone’s color with the color of the juicy grains of the fruit. Curiously, ruby in
Thai is called "thabthim" precisely after this fruit also. The old name for red gem garnets was yet another one. Pliny, the Elder (23-79 CE), the famous Roman naturalist
from Pompei, in his 37 volume work "Natural History" refers to them as carbunculus
alabandicus that were known to occur namely in India and Portugal at the time. The
term carbunculus, translated as anthrax in Greek, alluded to their resemblance to
burning coal in transmitted light while alabandicus was a reference to the old city of
Alabanda, Turkey, where these gems were known to be traded in Antiquity. Curiously
this locality-related term is behind one of the names of a garnet mineral species
that will be mentioned further ahead (almandine).
Although red is the immediate hue that we relate to garnet, the truth is that garnets
do occur in many colors. Garnet is a collective name for a significant number of mineral species and mineralogists gather them in what is called a supergroup where
there are two gemologically relevant sub-groups: pyralspite (an isomorphic series
of aluminium-rich garnets: pyrope, almandine and spessartine) and ugrandite (an
isomorphic series of calcium-rich garnets: uvarovite, grossular and andradite). In
mineralogy, an isomorphic series is comprised two or more mineral species, called
the end-members, with similar crystal structures and slightly different chemical
compositions due to the replacement of chemical elements without affecting the
crystal structure, thus generating similar crystal forms, hence the name isomorphic
from the Greek iso, "same", and morphos, "shape" or "form". The intermediate members of an isomorphic series are called solid solutions and virtually all gem garnets
are solid solutions on the pyralspite and ugrandite series, meaning that they have
mixed compositions and, therefore, varying gemological properties within certain
limits. A few decades ago, to properly identify the garnet species or variety, standard
gemological testing, namely specific gravity and refractive index measurements,
was considered a reliable method. Today, due to the structural and compositional
complexity of gem garnets, their identification is further supported by advanced analytical techniques, namely Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF), Raman
spectroscopy and the even more sensitive LA-ICP-MS (Laser ablation-Inductively
Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry).

Garnets in a variety of colors
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A pomogranate, whose color influenced the naming of Garnet

The pyralspite isomorphic series includes vivid red to pink to orange gem varieties,
with different iron-rich almandine, magnesium-rich pyrope and manganese-rich
spessartine compositions. In the trade some of those garnets may be known as rhodolite (rose colored pyrope with almandine component), mandarin garnet (vivid
orange spessartine) and malaia garnet (pinkish orange spessartine with pyrope
component). Interesting to know that this last one may often occurs in color change
varieties, meaning that the color will look different under different light sources
(daylight equivalent and incandescent light equivalent). Also interesting is the fact
its trade name was originally dubbed in the Umba region (Kenya and Tanzania) from
the Swahili malaia, meaning "prostitute" or "out-cast", since they were traditionally
rejected for its unusual color. Fortunately, not the case anymore. Almandine garnets
are usually brownish red and pyropes tend to more deep red colors. Historically,
the chromium-bearing rich-red pyropes from central "Céske Středohoří in Bohemia, Czech Republic, with recorded extraction activity before the 14th century, were
known in the trade as "Bohemian rubies". Typically in small sizes up to 6 mm, they
were highly popular in the 18th and 19th centuries and are behind the establishment
of the famous Gemstone Training School in the city of Turnov in 1884. Still today,
local jewellers manufacture garnet jewelry in traditional Czech designs. Almandine-pyrope garnets are also known to occur occasionally with asterism, displaying a star effect usually in reflected light. Due to the cubic symmetry of the garnet
crystals, four-rayed stars and six-rayed (even twelve-rayed) stars may be observed,
sometimes both in the same specimen polished as cabochon or round beads.
The ugrandite isomorphic series includes the chromium-rich vivid green uvarovite
with limited gemological use (usually in drusy specimens), the aluminium-rich
grossular and the iron-rich andradite, both with many gem varieties of different
colors.

A garnet showing the same coloring as the fruit pomegranate
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Grossular garnets have been used in jewelry for ages. Its orange variety that came
from Kamburupityia in Sri Lanka is known in the trade as hessonite and historically
referred to as "cinnamon stone" or "jacinth", being already seen in Medieval jewelry. Hessonite is gemologically very interesting as it often displays profuse crystal
inclusions of apatite and a typical roiled appearance that is a delight to observe
under magnification. Its most famous gem of this species is probably the chromium-bearing vivid green variety known in the trade as tsavorite. It was discovered
and named in the late 1960s by the late Campbell Bridges (1937-2009) in northern
Tanzania and was later located in Kenya in significant quantity. Light green grossular from Merelani, Tanzania, has been collected as a by-product of the tanzanite and
is known in the trade as Merelani mint garnet. More colors may occur in grossular
garnets, including pink (often known as rosolite), greenish yellow, yellow, colorless
(leuco garnet) and some with color-change phenomena. An interesting variation
with a rather complex composition, is the so-called hydrogrossular, or hydro garnet,
characterized by a significant hydroxyl (OH-) component, being typically massive in
texture and translucent to opaque in green to pink colors. The green varieties from
South Africa were known in the trade by the misnomer "Transvaal jade".
Andradite, named after Portuguese-Brazilian mineralogist and politician José Bonifácio de Andrada e Silva (1763-1838), also has many gem varieties, again with different colors. The most famous one is demantoid, a pale to vivid green chromium-bearing garnet
with sub-adamantine luster, a characteristic that is behind its name, from the Flemish demant, "diamond", in a clear allusion to its diamond-like luster. It also has very
high dispersion, meaning that white light is split into its spectral colors as it travels in and out of the stone offering the cut gem a colorful flashy visual appearance
known as "fire". Demantoid was discovered in the mid-1800s in the Ural Mountains,
Russia, becoming very popular among the Romanov imperial family and in the Russian court. Gemologists and collectors value specimens with the diagnostic fibrous
chrysotile inclusions that resemble a horsetail. These inclusions are wonderful
to observe under magnification and may be seen in Russian material but also in
stones from Eritrea, Iran and Italy. With less popularity in the jewelry industry there
are black andradites, known in the trade as melanite, and yellow to brown varieties,
known in the trade as topazolite.
It is a challenge to condense an article on such a vast, varied, and complex group
as garnets while managing to cover all the relevant aspects of this interesting gem
family with known occurrences all across the globe with reported historical presence in jewelry. Many trade names and historically interesting misnomers have
been used throughout the ages to describe garnet group gem varieties and it is up
to trade organizations like CIBJO - The World Jewelry Confederation - to establish
accepted trade names for these gemstones and for the gemological laboratories to
follow that nomenclature rules to properly address them to the trade and to the consumer.

Rui Galopim de Carvalho FGA DGA is a Gem Education Consultant, editor of Portugal
Gemas, associate editor of The Journal of Gemmology, Vice-President of Sector A and
of the Coral Commission of CIBJO, member of the Communications Committee of
ICA and Advisory Counsellor of the Portuguese Jewellery and Watchmaking Association. He is also an author and international lecturer on gemmology and the history
of gem materials in Portuguese jewellery.
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THE JEWELED STATE SWORD
Continuing the theme of the previous GAMMA we highlight here another important
part of the British Crown Jewels examined by ICA | GemLab’s Managing Partner Kenneth Scarratt, recorded in the mammoth works ‘The Crown Jewels, The History of
the Coronation Regalia in the Jewel House of the Tower of London and with details
presented at various conferences in the 1980’s (E. A. Jobbins, Scarratt, & Harding,
1987; E. A. Jobbins, Scarratt, K., Harding, R., 1988; King et al., 1998).
The Jeweled State sword is likely one of the least well known items within the British Crown Jewels but is also likely one of the most significant items in terms of the
colored stones it contains.
The Sword was made in the year 1820 and specifically for the coronation of George
IV and signed by Rundell Bridge and Rundell Fecerunt, the King’s jeweler at the time.
The King had many articles of jewelry dismantled to have the gems re-set in the
sword (and another he had produced at the same time), so certainly many if not the
majority of the gems had been in-use much earlier than 1820 date for the manufacture of the sword.
The overall sword length is 96.52cm and the actual blade forms 78.74cm of this. The
scabbard measures 81.28cm by 12.7cm. The blade is made from steel and mounted
in gold and the scabbard is made from leather covered with gold. As tradition dictates the Sword of Offering was retained by the King after the coronation, it was used
again at the coronation of Edward VII in 1902 after which it was transferred to the
Jewel House to become a part of the Crown Jewels.
As may be noted from Figure 1 the design, developed by the King himself but maybe
inspired by the sword given to him by Wellington, embodies the emblems of the United Kingdom of England (the rose and the acorn from the English oak tree) Scotland
(the Thistle) and Ireland (the shamrock).
Both the scabbard and the hilt are encrusted in gemstones the majority of which
are diamonds over 3,000), emeralds, rubies and sapphires (two colors) with two turquoise set at the tip of the scabbard. The pommel of the hilt is crowned with a large
cape series yellow diamond see Table 1.
Table 1: The gems set in the Jeweled State Sward. In addition to those listed here the sword
contains some 3,316 diamonds that are either rose cuts or ‘Victorian’ brilliants.

1
2
3
4

Vast majority of stones revealed inclusions scenes typical of emeralds from Colombia
Vast majority of stones revealed inclusions scenes typical of rubies from Burma
Revealed an inclusion scene typical of sapphires from Sri Lanka
Revealed an inclusion scene typical of sapphires from Sri Lanka

Figure 1: A partial image of the Jeweled State Sword showing the hilt and blade above and the scabbard below.

Figure 2: Burma ruby set as the center piece of a rose motif in the scabbard of the Jeweled
State Sword.

Figure 3: Colombian emeralds set as acorns of an oak leaf motif in the scabbard of the
Jeweled State Sword.

Figure 4: Burma rubies and a Colombian Emerald set as the head of a thistle motif in the
scabbard of the Jeweled State Sword.

Figure 5 : Colombian emerald and a Sri Lankan blue sapphire set in the hilt (emerald) and
the scabbard (sapphire) of the Jeweled State Sword.

Figure 6: Burma rubies and Colombian emeralds set in the hilt of the Jeweled State Sword.
A large cape colored diamond being set in the pommel.

Figure 7: Burma rubies and Colombian emeralds set in the hilt of the Jeweled State Sword.
A large cape colored diamond being set in the pommel.

Figure 8: ‘Victorian-cut’ diamonds set in the jewelled state sword

The rubies in the sword are an incredibly bright red and highly transparent (Figure
2, Figure 4, Figure 6 and Figure 7), the inclusions present within the gems were excellent examples of ‘nested’ rutile ‘silk’, crystals and chromium ex-solution otherwise known as ‘roiling’. Judging simply from the inclusion scenes, all of the rubies
where determined to be from Burma. Naturally, assumed also by the history, there
were no indications of any form of heating. The absorption spectrum as seen in the
hand-held spectroscope was typical of ruby.
The emeralds in the sword (Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7) are
splendid specimens and almost unheard of in modern terms, they are simply
‘sumptuous’, the depth of the color is truly very pleasing to the eye and their inclusions, such as they are, are typical of emeralds from Colombia, e.g., spikey threephase. The visible spectrum (observed with the hand-held spectroscope) for each
emerald revealed very clear chromium absorption features typical of emerald.
The octagonal blue sapphire set in the upper part of the scabbard (Figure 5) had
inclusions present, long rutile needles, that indicated a likely Sri Lankan origin
over other possibilities. The visible spectrum (observed with the hand-held spectroscope) revealed a clear absorption line at 450nm. Certainly, there were no indications of any heat or other treatments having taken place.
The octagonal yellow sapphire set in the upper part of the scabbard contained fine
oriented dust-like particles that are typical of unheated sapphires from Sri Lanka
and the diamonds, Figure 8., are wonderfully classic, full of fire, Victorian-cut with
high crowns and small tables.
Overall, this sword cannot be classified as a weapon of war as with many of the
swords on display in the Tower, but rather it is an extraordinary work of art that
contains some wonderful gemstones and this is particularly true of the 34 fine
emeralds and 24 rubies.
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Asterism highlighted on blue sapphire because of the light reflecting from rutile silk.

H UM A N PE RC E PT I O N AN D
T H E CO LO R O F G E MSTO N E S
JUSTIN K PRIM
Do you remember a few years back, there was a viral phenomenon going around
the internet that involved a dress with a color that no one could agree about? Some
people said the dress was blue and black and some said it was white and gold.
Over 10 million tweets were made about this photo and it even made its way to the
evening TV news. The photo eventually sparked a peer reviewed scientific study
about the science of human perception. The manufacturer of the dress eventually
confirmed that the dress is black and blue but it’s just one small example that
shows how complicated color can be.

Figure 1: Alexandrite under the daylight

Figure 2: Alexandrite under incandescent light

The Premise
If you work in the gem trade or if you buy gems, there is a chance that this situation has happened to you: There is a stone for sale in Bangkok, for example. There
is a potential customer in the West. For the sake of this example, let’s say they’re in
London, though it could easily be Geneva, Paris, New York, or Los Angeles. The seller
takes a snapshot of the stone with their camera phone and the customer likes it.
Money is exchanged and the seller ships the stone from Bangkok to London. Upon
arrival, the customer is shocked to see that the stone is dramatically different
from what they thought it would be. They contact the seller and yell and scream
and call them a tricky crook. The seller is shocked because they did nothing wrong
but somehow the customer feels deceived.
The Breakdown
Let’s look at this chain of events in detail. Color is not a fixed phenomenon. There
are a million things that influence how we perceive it and I am going to break them
down to (hopefully) make it more understandable.
Sunlight
First of all, there is sunlight. If the seller took the photo outside and the buyer
looks at the stone outside, then that is the simplest situation that could happen.
Bangkok is in a tropical environment and is close to the equator. The sunlight in
Bangkok is very strong and very yellow. London on the other hand is known as a
grey city where it rains a lot. In my experience as a photographer, light in the UK
is very blue and green. Without any other factors involved, the same stone looked
at by the same person, at noon, would look dramatically different in those two
different cities.
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Time of Day

stone will appear to be a different color. If the seller took the

Now let’s consider the time of day. If the seller took the pho-

picture in the warm Bangkok sun and the buyer looks at the

to outside at 9am and the buyer looked at the stone outside

stone at work with a cool white light overhead, the stone will

at 1pm, even in same city, let alone on different sides of the

also appear to be a different shade of color.

Earth, the stone would look dramatically different. The color
of sunlight is not the same all day. It’s warmer in the morning

Cameras and Screens

and the evening because the Earth’s atmosphere scatters

This is where the situation gets infinitely more complex. The

the shorter light rays (green, blue, purple) and leads us to no-

seller took their picture on a Samsung phone but the buyer

tice the remaining colors which are warm colored.

looks at it on an iPhone and then later on an older MacBook
Pro. Each cellphone has a certain color profile that it uses.

Electric Light

Some photos look better taken with a Samsung, some look

So far, the example has been simple. The color of the sun is

better on an iPhone depending on brightness and shade of

somewhat of a fixed constant. We know that at noon on most

color. In my experience, I have found that the iPhone does

days, the sunlight in Bangkok will be about the same color

a particularly bad job accurately photographing reds and

and we know that the sunlight in London will be a different

greens. They both tend to look blown out and dramatically

color. But what if the seller took the photo indoors because it

misrepresented and in effect, make the photo look inaccu-

was raining outside in Bangkok. Suddenly the situation gets

rate.

a lot more complicated because there are many different
colors of electric light. The kind of lights that you typically

So, we know that the choice of phone that the seller has used

see on the desk of a gem trader are fluorescent. The stand-

to take the picture with is going to make the stone look dif-

ard florescent light color is 6000K which is described as "cool

ferent and if the stone is red, which it is, the phone is go-

white". This is the same color of light that we see in offices

ing to have an especially hard time representing that color

and hospitals. It’s a stimulating color that make the mind

accurately. Now the customer looks at the stone photo on a

more alert. It also makes the color of blue sapphire a little

different brand of phone which has a different color profile. It

richer and makes the color of ruby look dull.

shows colors differently. So even if the seller took a perfectly
accurate photo (which is not possible due to all the varia-

Maybe our buyer received the stone at home and looked at it

bles I have already described) the color would look different

at night in the living room. The color of lightbulbs that people

because the buyer is looking at the photo on a device which

use at home are usually around 3500K and are called "warm

makes the color look different. If they buyer would compare

white". Warm white looks softer, warmer, and more comfort-

the photo on their iPhone XS, which has a Retina Display, to

able to our eyes and also has the effect of enhancing the red

the photo on their older MacBook, which does not have a Ret-

color in ruby and making blue sapphire look darker, possibly

ina Display, they would notice, in their own home, in their own

even black.

lighting, that the color is not the same because the Retina
Display has a slightly different color profile than older Mac-

We can see that if electric lighting is involved, the situation
becomes very complicated. Not only must we consider that
the sunlight is a different color between London and Bangkok, but now if the seller took the picture with a cool white
bulb and the buyer looks at it with a warm white bulb the

Books with non-Retina screens.

has to do with how dark and light surfaces absorb and reflect
color from a light source and also how our eyes perceive color
against dark and light backgrounds.to be every different
color. If your stone is taken against a white background it can
look different than if it was taken with a dark background.
This has to do with how dark and light surfaces absorb and
reflect color from a light source and also how our eyes perceive color against dark and light backgrounds.

Color Gamut
On top of color profiles and the various ways that different devices display color there is also something called color gamut to take into consideration. The human eye can differentiate 7 million different colors. When you take an iPhone photo,
you are converting all those color variations that your eye can

A photo seen in varying color calibrations on different phones

see into an 8-bit JPEG which uses a profile called sRGB. Each
device uses a slightly different color range or gamut. When
you go from the color gamut of a camera to a computer monitor or a phone screen, the software must convert the colors
and this can cause subtle color shifts.

In the end, it’s not possible to avoid this problem. The best
thing to do is be as informed as possible about how color
works, whether you are the buyer or the seller, and then have
a degree of flexibility and an open mind when receiving the
stone. If it’s not exactly how you expected it to look, it’s ok
to discuss this with the seller and if the stone is not suitable due to differences in color perception then it should be
acceptable to return the stone to the seller for a refund. The
absolute best thing to do is to see the stone in person in the
city that you live in. This isn’t always a realistic option so the
best thing we can do is try our best to accurately represent

light coming from behind
the garnet stone

Light coming from in front of
the garnet stone

colors and cross our fingers.
Once we own a stone, whether that be in jewelry or in a gem

Backlighting
Now we know that there is literally no way that the buyer and
seller could see the same exact color in a red stone. The color

collection, we can watch it all day and night and appreciate
all the shades of color that it displays as the sunlight changes color and as we take it from blue light into red light.

of the sun, the color of the electric light, the color profile of
the camera, and the color profile of the viewing screen will
all affect the shade of the color of the stone. But there are

Justin K Prim is a gemcutter and trained gemologist who

still more ways that the color of the stone can change and

has 16 years of experience as a graphic designer for print

some of these are dramatic. If you put your electric light in

and web. He often thinks about the conundrum of color as

front of a stone it will look one color. If you put your electric

he sends photos from his current home of Bangkok to his

light behind the stone (to see the internal inclusions better,

childhood home of America where most of his clients reside.

for example) the stone can appear to be every different color.

Justin is a teacher at the Institute of Gem Trading (IGT) where

If your stone is taken against a white background it can look

he teaches about gemcutting and the phenomenon of color

different than if it was taken with a dark background. This

in gemstones to new gemology students.
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G EMSTO NE

HO RO SC O PE

AN D

LO RE

AQUA R I US
AM E TH YST
JANUARY 20 – FEBRUARY 18
The purple variety of the quartz mineral species, Amethyst is
a gemstone known for its stunning purple color. According to
Ancient Greek tales, the stone was linked to wine as they both
share a similar color. It was believed that this stone would protect wearers from intoxication, and therefore its name is derived from the Ancient Greek word "amethystos" which means
"not to be drunk".
Anyone born between January 20 and February 18 under the
Aquarius star sign, Amethyst is your birthstone. Aquarians
are known to be closed off, big-thinkers with stubborn streaks
that often neglect their friends and families. By wearing an
amethyst gemstone, it is said that Aquarians will open up to
the suggestions and advice of others, enhancing their communicative nature - especially in group situations. Throughout the ages, this highly esteemed stone is believed possess
powers that stimulate and sooth the mind to provide clear vi-

PI SC E S
AQUAMAR I N E

sion.

FEBRUARY 19 - MARCH 20
Pisces is the twelfth sign of the European horoscope; its natural element is water. People born during the reign of this constellation are wise and calm. They prefer to go with the flow
and do not require too much from life. Representatives of the
watermark are able to easily adapt to any environment and are
distinguished by excellent stress resistance. They have a kind
heart and if in their life there is a person who helps to see the
right path, representatives of the water sign will certainly be
successful and happy.
A special birthstones for Pisces is aquamarine. Translated
from Latin, the name of the mineral means "sea water". This
mineral is valued by people for many centuries due to its crystal clearness and a beautiful blue hue. In ancient times, it was
used not only for decorative purposes, but also as a talisman.
For example, Roman and Greek sailors believed that aquamarine was sent to people by Poseidon, and therefore it was
necessary to have it on the ship for a favorable voyage. Now
among jewelers, copies of a pale blue shade are most valued.
This opinion is based solely on the aesthetic considerations of
the masters.
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SENIOR
GEMOLOGIST
At ICA | GemLab we are defining the future of gemology.
Join us for this exciting career opportunity.

Send your CV to
chanida@icagemlab.com
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MOBILE GEM LAB

CO LO MB O, SRI LAN K A
2020 M O B IL E L AB
M A R 2 4 - M A R 2 8 .
SC H E DUL E
MARCH

*MAY

*AUGUST

*NOVEMBER

Mar 24th – Mar 28th
*Final dates to be announced
Inquire for further information.

Limited slots available
FOR
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THAILAND
Atinya Thongjeen
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 +66 93 019 8444
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2020

February 25th 2020
Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair

March 24th - 28th 2020
Sri Lanka Mobile Lab

*May 2020
Sri Lanka Mobile Lab

June 25th 2020
Hong Kong Jewellery & Gem Asia

August 17th - 30th2020
Sri Lanka Mobile Lab

*August 2020
Facets Sri Lanka August 2020

September 13th 2020
The September
Hong Kong Jewellery & Gem Fair

*November 2020
Sri Lanka Mobile Lab
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*

Final dates to be announced
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